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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I would like to start our meeting by honouring the land that we are on, which has been the site of
human activity since time immemorial. It is the traditional territories of the HuronWendat, Anishinabeg, the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy and most
recently, The Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation.
Ontario is covered by 46 treaties and other agreements and is home to many Indigenous Nations
from across Turtle Island, including the Inuit and the Metis. These treaties and other agreements,
including the One Dish with One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, are agreements to peaceably
share and care for the land and its resources. Other Indigenous Nations, Europeans, and
newcomers, were invited into this covenant in the spirit of respect, peace, and friendship.

We are all treaty people. Many of us, have come here as settlers, immigrants, newcomers in this
generation or generations past. We are mindful of broken covenants and we strive to make this
right, with the land and with each other.
I would also like to acknowledge those of us who came here involuntarily, particularly as a result of
the Trans-Atlantic Slave trade. And so, I honour and pay tribute to the ancestors of African Origin
and Decent.

INTRODUCTION + HOUSEKEEPING
• We acknowledge online exhaustion and while we ask you to be present, please
feel comfortable to turn off your video if you feel your eyes strain

• Please remain muted unless you are asking a question to the presenters during
the Q&As. To ask a question, please use the hand-raise function and you’ll be
asked to unmute yourself.
• We also have folks monitoring the chat for questions who will relay them to our
presenters during the Q&A.
• This session will be recorded, but we will not be including the questions being
asked during Q&As in the final recording to ensure privacy.

CONFRONTING RACISM FOR
STRUCTURAL CHANGE

Welcome! We’ll start shortly…
Introduce yourself in the
chat:
1. Name
2. Pronouns (the pronouns
others should use to refer to
you, such as she, he, they,
etc)
3. What brings you here today?

• Use the chat function!!!!
• Stay on mute for now - discussion groups in second half
• Use a journal for notes - or whatever helps you reflect
and remember best
• Content/trigger warning: we’ll be talking about racism
& oppression, which may remind you of traumatic
experiences or conditions. At any time, feel free to step
away, take care, or seek support if needed
• This is a learning space

AGENDA
Part 1: The “Taking Tree”
• Oppression & Anti-oppression
• Breaking down the logic of Racism/White
Supremacy
• Anti-Blackness
• Settler Colonialsm
• Orientalism
• Border Imperialism

• Resources extracted through racism: land,
labour, war
• Institutions
• Self reflection on privilege/oppression

• Learning tools: Iceberg model & oppression
triangle
- Short break Part 2: Discussion groups
• How does racism manifest institutionally,
individually, and culturally?
• How do we confront and dismantle racism
individually, culturally & institutionally?

OPPRESSION
When diversity is threatened or replaced by
supremacies that are enforced by systemic
violence

ANTI-OPPRESSION
Abolishing oppression must be
systemic, cultural, and
individual
à This includes empowerment,
healing justice, education, alliance
building, policy change, reincorporating diversity, and much
more

THE TAKING TREE

A l e a r n i n g t o o l d e v e l o p e d b y L u k ay o E s t re l l a . T h e ro o t s o f t h e t re e a re
o p p re s s i o n s , e a c h w i t h t h e i r o w n l o g i c

RACISM
àAnti-Blackness à logic of proper ty à theft of labour
àSettler-Colonialism à logic of disappearing à theft of
land
àOrientalism à logic of othering à profits of war
àBorder Imperialism à labour, land, war

• Redlining: the practice banks outright denying mortgage loans to
people based on race or what neighbourhood they live in.
• Environmental racism: the way that neighbourhoods populated
by certain racialized groups will be burdened by hazards like waste
dumps and chemical factories that lead to a lower quality of life.
• Cultural genocide as described by the Truth and Reconciliation
final report, “the central goals of Canada’s Aboriginal policy were to
eliminate Aboriginal governments; ignore Aboriginal rights; terminate the
Treaties; and, through a process of assimilation, cause Aboriginal Peoples
to cease to exist as distinct legal, social, cultural, religious and racial
entities in Canada,” and this they call cultural genocide”

• Microagressions: everyday insults, indignities and demeaning messages
such as being followed around in a store, being ignored in a professional
setting or being expected to act as the spokesperson for your entire race
• Indefinite immigrant detention: in Canada, migrants can be held in
prisons indefinitely if they can’t produce papers required to be exported
to another country
• Racial Wage Gap: the ways in which average wages across the country
fall upon a racial hierarchy. For ex, Black men make 66 cents for every
dollar that white men make, and Black women make 83 cents for every
dollar that white women make and about half of what white men make.
Learn more here, Canada’s Colour Coded Income Inequality

RECAP
• Seed = Empire
• Roots = Oppressions
• Trunk = Institutions
• Fruit = how oppressions
impact us (privilege vs
oppression)
The Taking Tree’s roots are
hidden undergrowned,
intertwined and always hungry
to expand and consume other
trees (other cultures &
civilizations). This consumption =
colonialism & capitalism

THE OPPRESSION TRIANGLE

ACTION?

Immediate reaction
Anticipate, plan
Transform
Design alternatives
What’s the implication for service providers?

Group A with Jassi:
How do we see racism manifest in our sector?
Break it down into the individual, cultural, and institutional.
Discuss & present back to the plenary

Group B with Rana
How do we confront/challenge/dismantle racism?
Break it down into the individual, cultural, and institutional.
Discuss & present back to the plenary

INDIVIDUAL

• Bystander intervention
• If you see someone being harassed, engage with
the person being targeted, ask them how they
want you to proceed
• Educate yourself and your community - forever!
• Learn from diverse sources
• Practice self & community care

• Challenge microaggressions, assumptions, etc
when they happen
• Validate and support the experiences of your
Black, Indigenous, and racialized colleagues
• Not calling the police!

CULTURAL
• Become a sanctuary institution/city
• Diverse representation (in whose voices are heard and whose faces are seen, in
leadership roles, in media and graphics etc)
• Implement anti-racist policies at your institution
• Ongoing anti-racist education
• “Nothing about us without us” – caucuses, advisory committees, meaningful and
compensated consultation
• Ensuring events and services give thought to diverse participation, i.e. diverse options
on forms, having translators, serving halal food at events, etc
• Confronting and challenging language rooted in supremacies
• Building alliances

I N ST I T UT I O NA L

• Joining, supporting, funding movements
fighting for systemic change
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black Lives Matter
Afro-Indigenous Rising
Not Another Black Life
1492 Land Back Lane
Migrant Rights Network
Migrant Workers Alliance for Change
Fight for $15 and Fairness
No One Is Illegal
Toronto Prisoners’ Right Project

• Divesting from companies complicit in
war
• Redistributing resources
• Creating alternatives
• Organize transnationally

Rana Nazzal Hamadeh
@rananazzalh
rananazzalh@gmail.com

